
 
 

HEADING OF JUDGMENT IN SESSION CASE 

IN THE COURT OF ADDITIONAL SESSION JUDGE BILASIPARA 

Present:-  Smti S. Bhuyan, AJS 

         Additional Session Judge, Bilasipara 

Session Case No- 135 of 2015 

u/s 366/511/323/34 IPC 

STATE 

Versus 

1. Amal Das 

2. Mridul Das 

   Accused persons 

(Committed by Sri B. Prasad, then Ld. JMFC, Bilasipara in GR   case No- 

19/06 u/s 366/511/323/34 I.P.C.) 

 

Advocate appeared:- 

For the state:-Mr. T. Kr. Bhattacharya, Addl. P.P 

For the accused:- Mr. Rabiul Islam , Advocate. 

Date of institution of the case    :- 23-08-06 

Date of commitment            :-  22-06-15 

Date of Framing charge          :- 28-08-15 

Date of prosecution evidence   :-  19-03-16, 08-06-16,20-09-16, 
            28-10-16,02-02-18 
 

Statement of accused recorded on :- 19-02-18  

Date of Argument                      :-  08-03-18 

Judgment delivered                 :-  21-03-18 
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JUDGMENT 

Prosecution Case 

1. Prosecution case in brief is that on 22-08-06 at about 07.30 pm while 

informant/victim was talking with one Suleman Ali, Principal Chapar Madrassa 

High School in front of her house at that time accused persons named in the 

ejahar came there in ML numbered Bolero vehicle and in order to kidnap her 

dragged her holding her hair towards the vehicle and as a result informant 

sustained injury. Thereafter informant/victim in order to save her made hue 

and cry and on arrival of nearby people hearing her hue and cry, accused 

persons named in the ejahar fled away from the place of occurrence. To this 

fact informant/victim Trishna Gogoi lodged the ejahar before O/C Chapar PS.             

Investigation 

2. Officer-in-charge of Chapar police station receiving ejahar from 

informant/victim Trishna Gogoi registered a police case vide Chapar police 

case No. 144/06 under section 366/325/511/34 I.P.C. and SI K.C. Das was 

entrusted to conduct the investigation of the case and after completion of 

investigation IO submitted charge sheet against the accused persons named 

herein above u/s 366/511/323/34 I.P.C.    

Committal 

3. On receipt of the charge sheet, then Learned JMFC, Bilasipara, took 

cognizance and after furnishing necessary copies to accused person 

committed the case before the Learned. Sessions Judge, Dhubri for trial  

Charge 

4. Ld. Sessions Judge, Dhubri after hearing learned counsel for both 

sides and perusal of material on record framed charge u/s 366/511/323/34 

I.P.C. against the accused persons Amal Das and Mridul Das and when 

charges are read over and explained to the accused persons, they pleaded 

not guilty and claimed to be tried and after framing of charge learned 

Sessions Judge, Dhubri made over the case to this court for trial.  

 

Trial 

5. In order to prove the prosecution charges against the accused 

person, prosecution adduce evidence of all together 9 number of witnesses 

and exhibited 6 numbers of documents. PW-1 Trishna Gogoi, PW-2 
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Dimbeswar Gogoi, PW-3 Smt Lila Gogoi, PW-4 Smt Sushila Gogoi, PW-5 Md. 

Ariful Hussain, PW-6 Ranju Kumar Roy, PW-7 Smt Purnima Das, PW-8 

Retired Inspector Kanak Ch. Das, PW-9 SI Pradip Kalita . Ext-1 Ejahar, Ext-2 

Statement of victim recoded u/s 164 Cr.P.C,  Ext-3 Sketch map, Ext-4 Seizure 

list,  Ext-5 Seizure list, Ext-6 charge sheet. After closure of the prosecution 

evidence, statement of the accused persons recorded u/s 313 Cr.P.C. 

Accused persons plea is total denial, however declined to adduced evidence 

in support of the plea of denial.  

 

6.                       POINTS FOR DETERMINATION:- 

 

i) Whether accused persons in furtherance of common intention on 22-

08-06 at about 07.10 pm attempted to kidnap Trishna Gogoi with intent 

that she may be compelled to marry accused against her will? 

ii) Whether accused persons in furtherance of common intention on 22-

08-06 at about 07.10 pm voluntarily caused hurt to Trishna Gogoi?  

 

ARGUMENT 

 

7. Ld. Addl. P.P contented that prosecution by adducing evidence of 

informant/victim with other piece of evidence established the fact that 

accused persons made attempt to kidnapped the informant/victim. 

8. Countering the same ld. defence counsel made submission that 

incident took place on 22-08-06 at about 07.10 pm and place of occurrence  

is only about 1 km away from the police station but ejahar was lodged on 23-

08-06 and delay in filing ejahar being not explained, the prosecution case is 

under doubt and defect the prosecution case. He further submitted that PW-

2 did not identify the culprit and PW-3 bring new story of having landed 

dispute which again caste doubt on the veracity of the statement made by 

informant, the alleged victim of the case and accused Amal Das is the 

husband of PW-1 (informant) and due to some discord of their relation she 

has lodged the false case against the accused. There is no independent 

witness in the case and though ejahar reveal that one Soleman Ali was 

present but he was not examined by the prosecution which shown that 

Soleman Ali who is the vital witness of this case if adduced evidence it would 

have gone against the informant and therefore non examination vital witness 

Soleman Ali prosecution charge against the accused not established beyond 
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all reasonable doubt. Learned counsel further contented that PW-6, PW-7 

also not identified the culprit and they did not stated that it is the accused 

who had committed the offence and there is no circumstances appearing 

against the accused to connect the prosecution charge with the accused and 

therefore accused entitle benefit of doubt.   

 

EVIDENCE 

9. PW-1 Trishna Gogoi is informant/victim of this case. Her evidence is 

that one day in the evening while she was talking with Principal Soleman Ali , 

one black colour bolero car came at speed and stopped near her and then 

she was dragged near the car to which she raised hue and cry and as nearby 

people came accused persons left her and run away. She deposed she knows 

the accused person and thereafter she lodged ejahar vide Ext 1. In cross 

she stated darkness prevailed at the time of incident and she could not 

identify inmate of the vehicle and they are having landed dispute with 

accused Amal Das. 

10. Evidence of PW-2 Dimbeswar Gogoi is that he is the father of 

informant/ victim. He deposed on the day of incident in the evening hour 

while his daughter was talking with someone, one bolero came and tried to 

kidnap his daughter and at that time he was at home. Hearing hue and cry 

he came out from his house and found vehicle already left the place of 

occurrence. In cross he stated before his reaching to place of occurrence, 

vehicle left the place of occurrence and darkness prevailed at the time of 

incident.  

11. Evidence of PW-3 Lila Gogoi is that informant/victim is her sister. She 

deposed incident took place in front of house and accused Amul Das and 

other accused persons attempted to kidnap victim and accused persons took 

Rs. 2,80,000/- from her father. She deposed while accused persons tried to 

took victim in a vehicle then her victim sister made hue and cry and then 

nearby people gathered and accused persons left the place of occurrence in a 

vehicle. In cross she stated at the time of incident she was at home and 

hearing hue and cry she came out from house and saw accused persons fled 

away from place of occurrence. She stated she did not see who were in the 

vehicle. She denied the defence suggestion that accused persons did not take 

money from her father.    

12. Evidence of PW-4 Sushila Gogoi is that informant/victim is her 

daughter. She deposed accused persons came in front of her house in a 
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vehicle and attempted to kidnap her daughter. She stated accused Amal Das 

was accompanied with other accused persons  and they dragging her 

daughter attempted to taken away her on a vehicle but accused persons 

could not kidnap her daughter and hearing hue and cry when many people 

gathered at the place of occurrence, accused persons left the place of 

occurrence. In cross she stated at the time of incident she was at home and 

arrived at the place of occurrence after vehicle left the place of occurrence 

and did not see who were inside the vehicle. She stated accused Amal Das 

had visiting terms in her house prior to 3/4 month of incident and in front of 

her house there is a registered land of accused Amal Das.  She further stated 

about 200/250 people gathered at the place of occurrence and Amal Das 

called her ‘ma’ as Trishna married Amal Das. 

13. PW-5 Md. Ariful Hussain deposed he does not know anything about 

the incident and did not witness the incident. Later he heard that one 

incident was took place. In cross he stated he does not remember from 

whom he had heard about the incident.    

14. Evidence of PW-6 Ranju Kumar Roy is that he does not know 

anything about the incident. PW-6 was not cross examined by defence. 

15. Evidence of PW-7 is that on the day of incident at about 07.00 pm 

while she was sitting outside her house, she saw victim talking with someone 

near her house and suddenly some persons coming in bolero car, forcefully 

attempted to take the victim with them but they could not succeed. In cross 

she stated at the time of incident it was darkness and she did not see with 

whom victim was talking. She further stated she does not know the accused 

persons present before the court. 

16. PW-8 Retired Inspector Kanak Ch. Das is IO of this case.  His 

evidence is that while he was posted at Chapar PS as SI he received ejahar 

from Trishna Gogoi and after registering case O/C Chapar PS entrusted him 

to investigate this case. He deposed during investigation he had visited place 

of occurrence, drawn sketch map, recorded statement of the informant/ 

victim and other witnesses, produced victim before doctor for medical 

examination and thereafter produced victim before Magistrate to record her 

statement u/s 164 Cr.P.C.  He deposed during investigation he had seized 

one black gold bolero by preparing seizure list and same was given jimma to 

owner and thereafter on being transferred he handed over C.D to O/C 

Chapar PS. and C.D. reveal that his next IO Lakeswar Medhi SI of police 

seized one photocopy of order passed by the Munsiff NO. 1 Goalpara dated 
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27-08-06 on being produced by Trishna Gogoi and SI Prodip Kalita submitted 

charge sheet. In cross he stated in the ejahar though series ML is written but 

whole registration number is not mentioned. He stated he did not arrest the 

accused. He denied the defence suggestion that he did not investigate the 

case properly. 

17. PW-9 SI Pradip Kalita is another IO of the case. His evidence is that 

while he was posted at Chapar PS he was entrusted to investigate this case 

and also handed over case diary of this case.  On receipt of the case diary he 

find that the investigation is completed and therefore on being satisfied and 

after perusal of the case diary he had submitted charge sheet against the 

accused persons u/s 366/511/323/34 I.P.C vide Ext 6. In cross he denied 

that this case is not chargesheeted case.   

 

DISCUSSION, DECISION & REASON THERE OF:- 

 

18.  The prosecution charge against the accused persons is u/s 

366/511/323/34 IPC. Therefore prosecution has to bring on record that 

accused persons in furtherance of common intention attempted to kidnap the 

informant/victim and voluntarily caused hurt to informant/victim.  

19. As per Ext 1 ejahar incident was took place on 22-08-06 at about 

07.10 pm when informant Trishna Gogoi was talking with Soleman Ali 

principal Chapar Madrassa HS school in front of informant’s house, one black 

colour bolero car stopped in front of her and holding her hair accused 

persons Amal Das, Mridul Das, Azadul Islam and Ahad Ali dragged her 

towards the field and when she shouted nearby people of Gandhi Moidan 

came and accused leaving her move towards Chalantopara. The ejahar itself 

shown that at the time of incident Soleman Ali, Principal Chapar Madrassa HS 

school was present but this Soleman Ali is not examined by the prosecution.  

20. Evidence of PW-1 is that at the time of incident while she was talking 

with Soleman Ali, Principal Chapar Madrassa HS School, one black colour 

bolero car came at speed and stopped near her and then she was dragged 

near the car to which she raised hue and cry and as nearby people came 

accused persons leaving her run away. She stated she knows the accused 

person. Thereafter she lodged ejahar vide Ext 1. In cross she stated darkness 

prevailed at the time of incident and she could not identify inmate of the 

vehicle and they are having landed dispute with accused Amal Das. Reading 

together evidence of informant in chief and cross examination of PW-1 it is 
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seen that  though in chief she stated she recognized accused person but in 

her cross she overturn the same as she says she could not identify the rider 

of the vehicle as darkness prevailed at the time of incident. Therefore her 

evidence does not inspired confidence that accused Amal Das and Mridul Das 

dragged her towards the vehicle. Further her evidence shown that there is 

landed dispute with accused Amal Das.  Her evidence is that when accused 

dragged her, she was talking with Soleman. So nearest person was Soleman. 

But her evidence does not pointed that Soleman prevented, restrained the 

accused. Rather her evidence is that people from nearby Gandhi Maidan 

came and accused fled away. 

21. PW-2 stated in front of his house while his daughter Trishna Gogoi 

was talking, one bolero vehicle came and tried to kidnap his daughter and he 

was present inside his house and hearing hue and cry he came out and by 

that time the vehicle has left and darkness prevailed at the time of incident. 

Evidence of PW-2 does not point that his daughter PW-1 narrated any 

incident to him. His evidence further pointed he was not present at the place 

of occurrence and he did not name accused persons. His evidence also not 

shown that it was the accused Amal Das and Mridul Das who made attempt 

to kidnap his daughter. Conjoint reading of PW-1 and PW-2 statement shown 

PW-1 also not disclose any incident to her father PW-2 when he came to the 

place of occurrence. Thus shown that PW-2 evidence does not make 

prosecution case.  

22. PW-3 and PW-4 though stated that accused Amal Das and other 

accused persons attempted to kidnap victim but hearing hue and cry of 

victim nearby people gathered and accused persons left the place of 

occurrence but in their cross they stated that at the time of incident they are 

in their house  and  they arrived the place of occurrence after vehicle has left 

out the place of occurrence. Their cross further reveal that they did not see 

who were in the vehicles. Their evidence also reveal that after the incident 

they did not ask victim about the incident and victim also did not tell 

anything about the incident to them. Therefore the evidence of PW-3, PW-4 

and PW-2 who did not witness the incident, did not heard incident from the 

informant/victim, victim did not disclosed incident to them, their evidence 

amounted to hearsay evidence and therefore not an admissible piece of 

evidence. PW-4 in cross stated accused called her ‘ma’ as Trishna married 

accused. 
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23. Evidence of PW-7 shown that while she was sitting outside her house, 

she saw victim talking with someone near her house and suddenly some 

persons coming in bolero car, forcefully attempted to take the victim with 

them but they could not succeed and at the time of incident it was darkness. 

PW-7 specifically did not stated that it is the accused persons Amal Das and 

Mridul Das who had come in Bolero car and attempted to kidnapped victim. 

Her evidence further reveal that as it was darkness at the time of incident, 

she could not see with whom victim was talking.   

24. From Ext-5 it is seen vide MR No-91/07 IO of the case seized one 

Photostat copy of order dated 27-07-06 passed by Munsiff No. 1, Goalpara in 

TS case no. 30/06 on being produced by Trishna, informant of the case. I 

have perused the same. On perusal of seized documents, it is seen that  it 

was the case of informant Trishna Gogoi in TS case no. 30/06 that she and 

accused are in love  and wanted to marry, she came to Goalpara, Registrar 

Office, accused Amal Das took his signature and told marriage was held but 

when she took out the copy, she came to know that it is marriage agreement 

and not marriage certificate. So, she filed TS case no. 30/16. This document 

was seized by IO on being produced by Trishna Gogoi. TS case no. 30/16 

was dismissed as Trishna Gogoi, plaintiff filed photocopy document and failed 

to establish her case against Amal Das.  Thus, shown  apart from landed 

dispute , this another dispute is present between accused Amal Das and 

informant Trishna Gogoi and present case is filed on 23-08-06 after dismissed 

of TS 30/16 on 27-07-06   

25. PW-5 and PW-6 shown total ignorance about the incident. So, their 

evidence also does not improve the prosecution case.  

26. Further from the scanning of evidence of PW-1 informant/victim it is 

also reveal that PW-1 while adducing her evidence before the court did not 

state that she sustained any injury on her body or accused persons 

voluntarily caused hurt to her. Others PWs also did not state that 

informant/victim sustained injury on her body. Thus from the evidence of 

PWs not a single ingredient of section 323 IPC coming out against the 

accused persons Amal Das and Mridul Das. 

27. Thus, coupled with the above discussions, I have come to my 

judicious finding that prosecution totally failed to bring home charge u/s 

323/34 of I.P.C against the accused persons Amal Das and Bimal Das and 

failed to bring home charge u/s 366/511 I.P.C. against the accused persons 
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Amal Das and Bimal Das beyond all reasonable doubt and accordingly they 

are acquitted from the charge of section 366/511/323/34 of I.P.C and are set 

at liberty.  

28. Bail bond of accused persons will remain stands for next six (6) 

months u/s 437(A) Cr.P.C. 

29. Seized documents vide MR No. 91/07 be handed over to complainant 

in due course of time.  

30. Send back the GR case record to the learned committal Court with a 

copy of the judgment.  

31. Given under hand and seal of this Court on this 21st day of March 

2018 at Bilasipara.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

      (Smti S. Bhuyan) 

                 Addl. Session Judge, Bilasipara 

 

  Dictated and Corrected by me, 

 

          (Smti S. Bhuyan) 

 Addl. Session Judge, Bilasipara 

Typed by, 

Swmkhwr Brahma, Stenographer Gr. III.  
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APPENDIX 

 

PROSECUTION WITNESS:- 

 PW-1 Trishna Gogoi,  

 PW-2 Dimbeswar Gogoi,  

 PW-3 Smt Lila Gogoi,  

 PW-4 Smt Sushila Gogoi,  

 PW-5 Md. Ariful Hussain,  

 PW-6 Ranju Kumar Roy,  

 PW-7 Smt Purnima Das,  

 PW-8 Retired Inspector Kanak Ch. Das,  

 PW-9 SI Pradip Kalita 

  

PROSECUTION EXHIBIT:- 

 Ext-1 Ejahar,  

 Ext-2 Statement of victim recoded u/s 164 Cr.P.C,   

 Ext-3 Sketch map,  

 Ext-4 Seizure list,   

 Ext-5 Seizure list,  

 Ext-6 charge sheet 

DEFENCE WITNESS :- NIL 

DEFENCE EXHIBITS :- NIL 

COURT WITNESS :- NIL 

COURT EXHIBITS :- NIL 

 

 

 

(Smti S. Bhuyan) 

Addl. Session Judge, Bilasipara 


